Blog #113 - Sampler Gathering 2021:
August 2021
The month began with travelling to the Millennium Resort at Taupo for the Sampler Gathering needlework retreat the day before
it began, beginning to set up all the needlework displays and sales tables that night and the morning before the Friday afternoon
registration. Here are some pics -

The General Sales Table

Designers & Threads Table

(Magazines, scissors, Silk ‘n Colors threads, thread keeps,
miscellaneous printed fabrics & designs by miscellaneous designers, etc.)

(With My Needle, JBW Designs, Hands Across the Sea Samplers,
Soie d’Alger Threads & Sampler Threads & Simply Shaker Sampler Threads)

Designers Table - GPA : Giulia Punti Antichi
(also - scissors. Hornbooks, specialty fabrics)

Designers Table - GigiR
(also - Shaker Boxes & Pincushions)

Designers Table - Barberry Row

More
to
follow …..

WINTER Pincushion Doll
by GPA

BE YE …. series by Barberry Row
& The Biedermeier Sampler 1864 by GigiR

- 2 The Alphabet series on display The framed letter ‘A’
was loaned for display
and worked by my friend, Joy from Havelock North.
Joy worked this piece for her granddaughter, Amy.
All letters - $ 25.00 each
A : B : C : D : E : F : G : H : I : J : K : L : M : N
P : R : S : T : W : Y : Z
Letters designed but not yet published - O : Q : U : V : X
Featured display was the ‘Ackworth Flowers’ Mystery Sampler - the project began October 2020 and finished March 2021.

Ackworth Flowers
(All designs on display)

Ackworth Flowers

Ackworth Flowers

Stitched and loaned by Lynne - New Plymouth

Stitched and loaned by Carol - Havelock North *

Solid dyed colours in blue greens & dusky rose pinks.

* Apologies for the bad photography

Lovely!

Fabric colour was Antique White
Overdyed Thread - Belvedere Gardens
(Silk ‘n Colors by The Thread Gatherer)

with complementary solid coloured DMC threads
Frame colour a bright matching blue
Beautiful!

Ackworth Flowers

Ackworth Flowers

Stitched and loaned by Wendy - Hastings

(Original designs - Polychromatic & Monochrome)

This sampler difficult to see in the pic above
as it is hanging in front of the window

Wendy was thrilled with her sampler as her first attempt
at creating a design using colours of her own choice.

BARB : WL 006 : Ackworth Flowers : $ 60.00
Polychromatic sampler overdyed thread Forest Berries by

Well done, Wendy. Your sampler looks awesome!

The Thread Gatherer :

$ 13.50 per skein

- 3 A few of the retreat ladies brought some of their finished or partially finished pieces of needlework of designs that they had
previously purchased from me and these I placed on display. My apologies to the ladies who brought their GigiR letter samplers. I
forgot to photograph these. Both of the pieces were stunning.
Two pieces I did photograph were The Biedermeier Sampler - 1864
(GigiR)

Stitched by Margaret - Auckland
&
Harriett Salt 1866
Orphan Number 1628
(Hands Across the Sea Samplers)

Stitched by Margaret - Whitianga

A couple of other pieces that were brought by a retreat participant Anna - Taupo
These two pieces were two of the three projects
that were taught at our very first Sampler Gathering in 2007.
Tutors - Elizabeth Darrah & Olwyn Horwood.
Elizabeth’s piece was a section from a sampler she had designed * and Olwyn’s piece was a motif from ‘The Wyndham Sampler’.
What a busy time attending to all the requests for sorting of thread colours and cutting of fabrics for all the projects
the attendees purchased. I was SO thankful for the help of Melissa and granddaughter, Madison.
I am certain that I would not have been able to cope without their help.
* See page 7
Something else that was on display was a new design in progress
and I was asking attendees to suggest a name for the design.
The finished piece is to be a holder for ones needlework items for a particular project that is, threads, scissors, pins, etc.
The back of the holder is a completely stitched panel
but the front is a mixture of stitched pieces
with printed cotton fabric pieces between the stitched pieces.
The design is for one project holder,
but there are two different sized charts.
One to be worked on 28 count fabric, the other on 32 count fabric.
And two different colour choices:
Simply Shaker Sampler Threads - Dungarees or
Sampler Thread - Red Grape
Not many suggestions were received.
Would you like to make a suggestion? If your suggested title is chosen, you will receive a gift of fabric & threads.
Photocopy & complete the form on the next page & email, or just email your suggestions with your contact details barberryrow@outlook.co.nz

- 4 It’s a small world really, isn’t it?!
For one participant - Carma - this was the first
Sampler Gathering retreat she had attended
and at our ‘show & tell’ time on the Sunday morning,
Carma showed the pieces that she had stitched
at a ‘Danish American Days’ needlework retreat
organised by Pat Carson of ‘Designs by Gloria & Pat’
at Pawleys Island, South Carolina, in 1996.
Tutor was Jytte Haarboesgaard
from The Danish School of Needlework in Copenhagen.
I too, was there at that same retreat, as Pat’s guest.
I am sure I have shown the image to the right in a previous blog . (Think it was Blog #100 - A Day to Remember).
It was taken at the home of Ken & Ginnie Thompson. Ginnie being known at that time as ‘The First Lady of Cross Stitch’.
Pictured from left to right are - Ken & Ginnie Thompson, Jytte Harboesgaard, myself and Pat.
You can imagine my surprise at learning that Carma and I were at the same retreat!
(I have to confess that I have not stitched any of the projects taught at the retreat. They are in my ‘One Day Box’)

The other surprise I learnt from Carma is that some time before the “DA Day’s” retreat she had purchased the needlework shop
- The Counting House - that Ginnie had begun and that Keith and I visited when he came from Georgia to take me back to our
home after the retreat. At that time we were living near Atlanta due to his working there.
On my return home from the Sampler Gathering retreat I hunted through my photographs to find the photo of the shop that we
had taken - but, I cannot find our 1996 photos anywhere! Have all the years prior and later than 1996. Just not that year.
Can’t understand where they must be as they are of our
apartment in the ‘gated’ community of Aylesbury Farms,
6115 Abbotsford Road, Duluth, near Atlanta, our visits to the
Roswell area to see the turning on of the Christmas lights in
the village, the Christmas displays at Callaway Gardens, our
numerous visits to the Biltmore Estate at Ashville in the
nearby state, etc, etc.
However, did find one of Carma’s business cards
which I had obtained when visiting the shop.
This business card is pictured to the right –

and email to : barberryrow@outlook.co.nz

As I said above - it’s a small world!

- 5A rather sad gathering this year as one of our founding
and regular tutors - Elizabeth Darrah was not with us as she had passed away a few months earlier.
Pictured to the right is my little tribute to Elizabeth
and the pic below it is of all the attendees at the first retreat in 2007.
Elizabeth is seated in the front row - second in from the left.
I have known Elizabeth for over 30 years.
A very accomplished, knowledgeable and gifted needlewoman
as well as a lovely lady.
When we first met back in the early 1990’s, like myself, she owned
a needlework shop. Her shop was ‘La Chatelaine’ located in Mt. Eden,
Auckland, and I have no hesitation in saying that it was New Zealand’s
#1 needlework shop.
We first met at what was then known as INRG International Needlework Retailers Guild …
a needlework trade show held every year at Charlotte, NC., USA.
At that time, trade shows were held in convention centres,
each retailer having their own display booth.
The shows were HUGE as needlework was very popular.
Pictured below is only a portion of such a show -

Sometimes there were as many as 13 aisles
with about 40 vendors per aisle That is, 20 to the right and 20 to the left!

So many choices!!
Designs, fabrics, embellishments,
accessories, etc.

One year I helped
Cece of The Thread Gatherer
in her booth
in addition to purchasing products
for my shop

You may recall an older blog (written in 2015) when I related our adventures as we travelled throughout Italy together.
Originally a needlework tour had been organised but sadly it was cancelled due to a lack of numbers. On hearing of the
cancellation, Elizabeth telephoned me and said, “How about us going together, doing and going to the places as per the tour
itinerary?”. And so off we went and had a marvellous time. After our time in Italy we parted ways. I went to stay with my
friend, Giulia (GPA designs) at Massa, Italy before heading to Belgium to be with Monique & Gigi and exhibit at their
needlework weekend and Elizabeth went off to meet up with some of her family to visit parts of Russia.
In 2014 we were together at ‘Beating Around The Bush’ needlework retreat in Adelaide, Australia.

Lunchtime
Beating Around The Bush

Elizabeth buying from an exclusive
jewellery shop located on the
Ponte Vecchio (Bridge), Florence, Italy

Rome & Murano
Unfortunately the needlework shop in Rome (pictured right) was closed

I so appreciated Elizabeth’s friendship and missed her at this Sampler Gathering.

- 6Unfortunately I was not able to attend the funeral service for Elizabeth but was able to watch the ‘live streaming’ of the service
via the computer and so felt a part of it. Although most of it is certainly not good, some aspects of this world’s computer
technology is great - this being one of those aspects.
Elizabeth’s closest and dearest friend, Cheryl, helped the family with the sorting out of all Elizabeth’s many and beautiful pieces
of needlework and it is with sincere gratitude to both the family and Cheryl for the gift of several pieces. A permanent reminder
of my friend. These pieces are pictured below -

Tudor Remembrance Pincushion … designed by Sharon Cohen of the Nostalgic Needle.
During all the years that Elizabeth owned and operated her needlework shop
she regularly stitched models of Sharon’s designs and taught many classes
using Sharon’s designs as the project.

Tudor Knot Sweet Bag … another of Sharon’s designs.
This is a design I always intended to stitch but never did get around to doing it.
And now I don’t have to do it myself. Isn’t it beautiful?!
The main thread colour used in this design is by The Thread Gatherer - Summer Shadows.
Sadly this gorgeous colour has been discontinued.
So too, sadly both of these ‘Nostalgic Needle’ designs pictured are no longer available.

The third piece of Elizabeth’s needlework is a motif from ‘The Wyndham Sampler’
which Elizabeth used to decorate the front cover of a hard-covered notebook.
This piece was one of the class projects at our first Sampler Gathering retreat
taught by Olwyn Horwood.
I have not stitched my kit from this retreat. Once again, I now do not need to.

Besides these finished pieces, Cheryl also gave me a partially finished sampler that Elizabeth was working on. This I must finish.
Prior to receiving these beautiful and sentimental pieces of needlework
Elizabeth had given me her pieces that she had created as the models
for the class project she was teaching at the 2015 Sampler Gathering retreat.
She was showing the technique of how to finish pinballs as the little Quaker girls
at the Ackworth School would have finished theirs.
Elizabeth gave these to me so that I could display them in the Needlework Gallery
with the book containing Quaker pinball patterns/charts.
Pictured below is my display of these pinballs and the book which is still available for purchase.

Design Title:
Quaker Pinballs

Design Code: NP:PIN

Price: $ 50.00

- 7You may recall back in 2013 we stitched a Mystery Sampler.
Our needlework group’s first experience of such a project
to be worked over six months.
This design was created by Elizabeth.
For this project one had to choose an overdyed thread
as their main thread colour and then choose solid colours
that were in the overdyed thread
for different elements in the sampler.
Pictured to the right is Elizabeth’s original sampler
and my sampler.
Both of us chose a Silk ‘n Colors overdyed thread
by The Thread Gatherer.
Elizabeth - Monster Mash (SNC 126)
Myself - Dried Roses (SNC 129)
Both of these colours are still available.

$ 13.50 per skein

A few years ago Elizabeth released another design
and this one is in stock and available for purchase.
Once again, one could choose their own
fabric and thread colour.
It is a narrow but very long sampler of stitches.
The length of it requires the whole width of a piece of linen - 54” / 140cm.
Altogether there are 125 bands of stitches. However, if one does not feel like stitching that many, one can choose to omit bands.
I began stitching this piece, but as you can see, I haven’t worked very much of it.
I must make an effort and finish it before our next Sampler Gathering weekend, the first weekend in August 2023.
My fabric and thread choices Thread: Vintage Browns (SNC 012) by The Thread Gatherer
Fabric: Belfast Linen - 32 count - Country

Design Title: Dulcie’s Sampler
Design Code: ED:DULCIE
Price: $ 35.00

A bit weary when arrived home from Sampler Gathering and have to confess that just placed all the boxes and crates containing
stock and needlework models into the gallery and slowly unpacked them and rearranged the needlework gallery over the next
month or so.
Instead, sat in my big threadbare armchair and created another ‘BE YE’ design - this time, LOYAL - and added to the friendship
design /chart that I had begun a month or so earlier and was in my ‘ideas’ box. I then began stitching it.
I also began writing the instructions for Mary Anne’s sampler - that is, the reproduction sampler I had finally finished stitching
not long before going to Sampler Gathering.

- 8 And so …. not much stitching achieved this month. Time to continue on with my UK experiences with Ashleigh & Melissa.
Monday, 7 October 2019 - Ackworth School, Pontefract, Yorkshire
Due to our time constraint at the Ackworth School with Lady Anne’s Needlework Tour a couple of weeks earlier, Ashleigh
arranged for Melissa and I to have a private viewing of the Ackworth samplers whilst she went off to explore other places at and
near Pontefract.
For the next two hours Melissa and I enjoyed opening all the drawers
containing all the old samplers and admiring them at our leisure.
Curator of the sampler collection, Celia, was so lovely and helpful
and we were treated to the most delicious afternoon tea. Cup of tea
with yummy little cakes glazed with a drizzled caramel syrup and served
with whipped cream. More like a dessert rather than cake. Unfortunately I have
forgotten the name of them but do recall being told they are a traditional English
cake eaten at a specific time of year - that time being when we were there.
The school pupils that were boarders at the school were to have these
as their dessert that evening.
Pictured to the right is a photo of Melissa, myself and Celia taken beneath
the painting of John Fothergill who founded the Ackworth School in 1779
on behalf of The Religious Society of Friends.
(Quakers) and the School Committee
(or Board of Governors) are still accountable to this body.
The School was established for Quaker boys and girls and
the Quaker ethos, with its emphasis on quiet reflection and
the search for God (or good) within oneself and within others, lies at the heart of the School.
(Not a good day for Melissa. She wasn’t feeling the best and was very tired)

Once again, pictured below are a few images of the extensive sampler collection …

A wonderful and unforgettable afternoon.
Especially pleased that Melissa was able to experience it too.
Back to Grantley Hall.
I headed to one of the lounge areas
to quietly sit and stitch.
I was rather spoilt as whilst stitching
I was continually supplied with coffee
and even a glass of bubbly.
All curtesy of Ashleigh’s work mates.

Until next time,
enjoy your stitching….

That evening enjoyed a fabulous meal in the restaurant before heading
off to bed in our luxurious suite. Our final night at Grantley Hall.
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